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Abstract
This paper presents a case study of applying rapid prototyping in assisting in the design and
development of inter-vertebral implants for spine fusions. The major process of design and
implant development, its biological and mechanical requirements, the approach for developing a
3D reconstructive vertebral anatomy model, the inter-vertebral implant CAD model, and the
integration with a finite element analysis for the implant's structural analysis are presented. The
process of 3D Printing of the vertebral anatomy and the inter-vertebral implant is described. The
application of the prototyping model in assisting in the inter-vertebral anatomic fitting, in
guiding the implant's geometric design, in helping with the virtual surgical planning, and in
understanding the implant's mechanical properties and structural stability are discussed.
1. Introduction
Over 1 million operations annually involve bone repair and over 200,000 spine fusion
procedures are carried out each year in order to cure various back ailments [1, 2].
Pseudoarthrosis occurs in 10 - 40% of single level fusions, and at a significantly higher rate for
multiple level fusions [3]. Current standards of care for spinal fusion involve various implants or
grafting techniques. However, these techniques or implants are often limited by their biological
or mechanical constraints. For example, autograft, the best grafting process, which takes bone
from the patient’s own body, is limited by its availability and variation in quality (bone from an
osteoporotic patient is not strong graft material), and perhaps most significantly, by its host site
morbidity. Allograft, processed from cadavers when or where autograft is not available or
practical, has a lower success rate compared to autograft in most settings. In addition, it carries
the risk of disease transmission. Due to these limitations, implants have been developed
specifically for spinal fusions. The most commonly used implants are normally made from
titanium, a biocompatible material that has good mechanical properties. The geometries of intervertebral implants also vary, from circular threaded implants (placed with the axis perpendicular
to the axis of the spine), to mesh implants (placed with the axis parallel to the axis of the spine),
and to implants that are rectangular or “dog boned” in shape. Biomechanical studies have
demonstrated that rectangular inter-vertebral implants offer increased stiffness in compression as
compared to cylindrical ones [4]. Some surgeons believe that the increased contact area offered
by a rectangular inter-vertebral implant may also increase the likelihood of fusion.
From a mechanical point of view, any implant for spinal fusion must provide immediate
stability under compression. The implant must remain motionless while transmitting
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compressive forces in order for bone healing to occur. Bone will not grow where there are
tensional or bending motions, nor will it grow in the absence of stress. Mechanical stability,
however, is not the only factor, certain biological factors must also be present. These factors
include the osteogenic cells (that remodel bone), osteoinducive factors (that encourage bone
growth), and osteoinductive factors (that provide a frame or scaffold for bone growth).
Unfortunately, pure titanium made inter-vertebral implants fail to provide any of these biological
factors. On the other hand, although hydroxyapatite has been widely used for coating many
orthopedic implants due to its osteoinductive behavior [5-7], it is brittle and fractures easily over
time, and therefore, hydroxyapatite is difficult to use alone as an ideal implant material.
Furthermore, plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite on the surface of metallic implants may change its
compositional properties; the coated hydroxyapatite also produces a modulus mismatch, and
frequently the hydroxyapatite coating on the newly formed bone will peel off from the metallic
implants and the uniformity of the physical and chemical properties as well as the bioactivity
could eventually be lost [8-12].
Recently, a Titanium-Hydroxyapatite (TiHA) composite has been considered as a
potential biomaterial that can offers a blended biocompatibility, osteoinductive properties, and
mechanical properties for implant application. This paper will report a case study of using rapid
prototyping technology, along with enabling computer-aided design and computer-aided
engineering (CAD/CAE), medical imaging processing and 3D reconstruction to assist in the
design and development of TiHA inter-vertebral implants. The presentation of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the process of the 3D reconstruction in building
vertebral anatomy from computed topography images. The CAD modeling and integrated CAD
and CAE simulation in the design development and in the structural analysis of the intervertebral implant is presented in Section 3, including the studies on the anatomic fitting of the
models and the implant's structural stability in spinal fusions. The major procedures of the 3D
Printing and post sintering process for prototyping the vertebral physical model and the implant
are described in Section 4. A summary and conclusion are given in Section 5.
2. Three-Dimensional Reconstruction
When considering a reconstructive surgery or implantation, it is often difficult to
ascertain the exact nature of the affected internal anatomy. Advances in Computed Tomography
(CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) have led to the generation of 3-Dimensional (3D)
representations, or views, for internal anatomies through 3D reconstructive techniques. A general
process for 3D reconstruction of an anatomic model from CT or MRI data is described in Figure
1. As shown in the process, the CT or MRI data are extracted through 2D segmentation and 3D
region growth to form volumetric image which provides more meaningful and derivative 3D
anatomic representation. A 3D anatomic representation produces novel views of patient anatomy
while retaining the image voxel intensities that can be used for volume rendering and volumetric
representation of 3D anatomic structure. The 3D volumetric representation of anatomic
structures can be used to generate a contour based, surface based, or volume based computer
modeling through CAD techniques, or to be used to directly produce physical prototype. These
CAD and prototyping modeling are very helpful when applied to assist in surgical planning,
practice, and education [13].
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Figure 1: From CT/MRI to 3D reconstruction [13]
In this case study, a CT scan of the spine of an adult human cadaver was used. CT gives
excellent resolution of the vertebral bony structures with which the accurate 3D vertebral models
can be developed. The geometric and positional accuracy of the vertebral bony structures is
critical since the implant will rest between two successive vertebrae and act as an extension of
the vertebral bodies. CT data was input into MIMICS, a software package (Materialise Corp.,
Belgium) used to interface the scanned images and the 3D reconstructive model for vertebral
anatomy. MIMICS allows users not only to visualize CT segments but also to edit them as
needed, in our case, to create a needed cavity by removing the inter-vertebral disc and to
simulate the insertion and placement a suitable implant.
The patient’s CT images were imported into MIMICS. Factors such as image size, slice
thickness, pixel size, and number of images per file were properly defined and the images were
organized in order to select the region of interest: two adjacent vertebrae. Directions (anterior,
posterior, top, bottom, left, right) were set according to the anatomy. A profile line was drawn
transversely across the vertebral body. Based on this profile, a lower threshold value between the
value of the cortical wall of the vertebrae and the inside of the vertebral body was set. After
setting the threshold, region growing was used to define a yellow mask including the cortical
bone regions. A 3D reconstruction of this mask was generated and is shown in Figure 2. Polylines were then created and the image was cleaned up to more accurately represent the region of
interest. The tubular structure anterior to the vertebral bodies was removed. This structure was
probably the aorta or vena cava based on its location. The “filaments” between the vertebral
bodies were also removed as these were probably representative osteophytes or the degenerated
disc, and in any case, this area would be removed during the surgical procedure. Finally, a clean
3D reconstructive vertebrae representation after removing the soft tissue and the inter-vertebral
disc was created as shown in Figure 3. The 3D reconstructive model is further translated into an
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stl format to produce rapid prototyping modeling, which will be used to guide the spinal intervertebral implant design.

Figure 2: 3D reconstructive vertebrae
with soft tissue and inter-vertebrae disc

Figure 3: Edited 3D reconstructive vertebrae
After removing soft tissue and inter-vertebrae disc

3. Inter-Vertebral Implant Design Modeling and Structural Simulation
The following design considerations were applied in the design and development of the
spinal inter-vertebral implant:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The inter-vertebral implant must be implantable by using the existing instruments;
The size of the implant must anatomically fit within the patient's vertebrae;
The implant must be able to withstand the pressures exerted on it by the spine;
If needed, allograft or autograft material may be placed inside the implant.

The anatomic compatibility, or the anatomic fit, of the spinal inter-vertebral implant was
accomplished by designing the geometry and size of the implant to fit the interior cavity of the
vertebrae. The determination of the interior cavity of the vertebrae was achieved by using the 3D
reconstructive model developed from the patient's CT imaging. According to the anatomic
dimensions, the spinal inter-vertebral implant was designed and the CAD model was generated
through Pro/Engineer (Pro/E) 2000i software [Parametric Technology Corporation, Waltham,
Massachusetts, 2001]. Using the Pro/E feature and parameteric–based design capability, we
defined the implant critical dimensions, such as the height and the contour size of the surfaces, as
the parameters which are determined from the patient 3D reconstructive model generated from
the CT image, and also on purposely designed the top and bottom surfaces of the inter-vertebral
implant with an inclined angle in order to best fit the interior cavity of the customized vertebrae.
Representations of the designed implant CAD model and its anatomic fitting are presented in
Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
As discussed earlier, titanium is a well-known biomaterial with good mechanical
properties, but it is not bioactive, whereas hydroxyapatite is bioactive (osteoconductive), but it is
brittle. The combination of hydroxyapatite and titanium, TiHA, may lead to a composite material
with desirable biological and mechanical properties. As in any composite material, the properties
of TiHA depend on the composition of the constituents. When TiHA is used to make the spinal
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inter-vertebral implant, it is important to know its strength and stiffness associated with the given
compositions in order to determine whether the designed implant can undertake the applied load
after being placed. The analyses to determine the mechanical behavior of the inter-vertebral
implant were conducted by using Pro/MECHANICA (Pro/M) [Parametric Technology
Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts, 2001], a finite element analysis software.

Figure 4: CAD model of the designed
inter-vertebral implant

Figure 5: Anatomic fitting of the
inter-vertebral implant

The effective Young’s module (ETiHA), the Poisson ratio (υTiHA), and the strength (σTiHA) of
TiHA composite were derived from the composite micro-mechanical model [15], and expressed
in Equation (1) to Equation (3), respectively. In which, Equation (1) represents the formula of
effective Young’s module of compos ite consisting of titanium particle embedded in the
hydroxyapatite matrix. Equation (2) and Equation (3) represent the mathematical formulation of
Poisson ratio and strength derived based on the composite’s Rule of Mixture.

E HA + ( ETi − E HA )VTi2 / 3
ETiHA = E HA{
}
E HA + ( ETi − E HA ) VTi2 / 3 (1 − VTi1 / 3 )
υTiHA = υ TiVTi + υ HAVHA
σ TiHA = σ TiVTi + σ HAV HA

(1)
(2)
(3)

in which, ET i and EHA denote the Young’s modules, υTi and υHA denote the Poisson rations, and
VT i and VHA denote the volume fractions of TiHA composite for titanium and hydroxyapatite,
respectively. The material properties of hydroxyapatite and titanium and the results of the
calculation are listed in Table 1. The volume factions of both constituents VT i and VHA in TiHA
were all assumed to be 0.5 in the calculation.
It should be pointed out that the model predicted data can only be served as reference
data since the actual properties of the TiHA composite are process-dependent and related to the
process parameters such as the synthesized temperature, pressure, and the micro-structure of the
constituents (shape and size). The realistic TiHA properties should be obtained through
experimental tests.
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Table 1 - The elastic properties of TiHA composite
Material

E in GPa (Msi)

Poisson ration υ

Hydroxyapatite [14]
Titanium [12]
TiHA

34.0 (5.0)
117.0 (17.0)
65.5 (9.6)

0.28
0.33
0.305

Strength in compression
(MPa)
75
600
337.5

In the finite element ana lysis, Pro/M software first converted the Pro/E implant CAD
model into a FEA model. The AUTOMECH module in Pro/M was used to automatically
generate a total of 728 tetrahedral elements. The meshing and the elements are shown in Figure
6. The boundary conditions, constraints, and loading were then applied to the FEA model. To
simulate the deformation of the implant within the vertebrae, we allowed the top and bottom
surfaces of the implant to be free to deform and only completely constrained three individual
nodes at the bottom surface to ensure the model stability in the finite element analyses. The
pressure loading were applied on the top and bottom surfaces to mimic the pressure imposed by
the vertebrae. The constraints and loading conditions for the analysis are schematically shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 6: FEA mesh of the implant

Figure 7: Constraints and loading

Extra care must be exercised in determining the loading imposed on the implant.
Anatomically, the vertebrae consist of a thin shell of hard cortical bone surrounding a network of
softer trabecular bone. Under normal physiological conditions, most of the load on the vertebral
body is slightly anterior to its midpoint. Thus, the cortical bone in this area tends to be denser
and stronger [16]. Physiological loads on lumbar vertebrae are difficult to measure. From a
design point of view, this does not provide sufficient information to determine the loading
applied to the implant from the weight of the body or from a weight that is lifted. The center of
gravity in the human body is anterior to the spine, so the resultant moments must be balanced out
by muscles such as the spinal erectors. This may result in a higher load exerted on the spine. In a
recent landmark experiment, load cells were implanted into the lumbar spine of baboons. In
some cases, loads were so high that they were beyond the measuring capacity of the load sensor.
For example, standing upright resulted in a load of 690 N for an animal weighing 390 N [17].
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In our analysis, we assume that the total pressure load passing through the lumbar
vertebrae is applied on both top and bottom surfaces of the implant model as shown in Figure 8.
Since we do not know exactly how the pressure is distributed on the surfaces, we studied two
possible pressure patterns, as shown in Figure 8. One pattern assumes that the pressure is
uniformly distributed on the surfaces. As shown in Figure 8a, puniform = 4.33 MPa, which is
equivalent to 2000 N total pressure load. The other assumes that the magnitude of the applied
pressure varies linearly with the inclined angle of the surfaces, for example, pmax = 7.447 MPa,
and pmin = 1.242 MPa, which is also equivalent to 2000 N total pressure load, as shown in Figure
8b. The mechanical properties of in vivo vertebrae may vary due to the bone mineral density and
the variations in morphology. The maximum pressure applied on the surface, pmax = 7.447 MPa,
is between the strength of cortical bone (compression strength = 195 MPa) and the strength of
cancellous bone (compression strength = 2.8 MPa). Therefore, if the cortical bone is in good
condition, we expect it will be able to withstand the applied pressure, i.e., to support the intervertebral implant without collapsing the bone.

Anterior
Posterior

8a): Uniformly distributed pressure pattern

8b): Linearly distributed pressure pattern

Figure 8: - Pressure patterns
In the finite element analyses presented in this study, we assume the mechanical
properties of the TiHA to be linearly elastic with the properties listed in Table 1. Using Pro/M,
the P-version high order interpolating polynomials was adopted for the solution convergence. In
our case studies, 6 p-loop passes were performed before all elements satisfied the convergence
condition. The results of the finite element analysis are represented in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
respectively. Figure 9 displays a contour representation of the maximum principal stress and
minimum principal stress distributed in the inter-vertebral implant subject to a uniformly
distributed pressure loading. Figure 10 shows the similar contour representation, but for a
linearly distributed pressure-loading condition.
A summary of the maximum and minimum principal stresses calculated from the finite
element analyses for the inter- vertebral implant are listed in Table 2. These values are used to
verify if the implant satisfies the strength requirement. It can be shown that all calculated
maximum stresses in the implant are below the strength of the TiHA composite, for example,
σmax (minimum principal) = 297.1 MPa < 337.5 MPa (TiHA strength). With this, we assume that
the designed inter-vertebral implant with the TiHA composite at a 50/50 composition will
probably be structurally strong enough to withstand the specified loading. However, as discussed
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before, the property of the implant is influenced by many processing factors and the important
property data should be examined through appropriate experimental testing.

Maximum principal stress
Minimum principal stress
Figure 9: Contour representation of the maximum and minimum principal stresses
under uniformly distributed pressure loading

Maximum principal stress
Minimum principal stress
Figure 10: Contour representation of the maximum and minimum principal stresses
under linearly distributed pressure loading
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Table 2 – Finite element results in the implant
Load pattern
Uniform pressure
Linear pressure

Total load
2000 N
2000 N

σmax (Max. principal)
141.2 MPa
128.7 MPa

σmax (Min. principal)
-297.1 MPa
-285.8 MPa

4. 3D Printing of Vertebrae and Inter-Vertebral Implants
Titanium and hydroxyapatite can be made into a composite by the powder consolidation
method. A volume fraction of 50/50 (titanium and hydroxyapatite powders) is mixed using a
ball milling operation. After undergoing an appropriate thermal treatment, the synthesized TiHA
composite will provide the hydroxyapatite with more ductility while still providing the osteoconductive feature of pure hydroxyapatite. In addition to its biological effects, the TiHA
composite material will have a higher toughness (less brittle) than pure hydroxyapatite as well as
a good fatigue property. This is particularly beneficial for spinal fusion since most spinal
implants are damaged due to the fatigue failure.
The rapid prototyping of TiHA implants involves primarily two major processes: 1) 3D
Printing of the green part; and 2) Hot Iso-static Pressing (HIP) of the TiHA component. The flow
chart of the processes is schematically presented in Figure 11. The work completed in the first
process, i.e., 3D printing of vertebrae and inter-vertebral implants, is reported in this study. A
general sintering procedure of the HIP post-process will be briefly described. However, research
work in the second process, particularly on the binding mechanism of the TiHA particles and the
effect of the post-HIP process on the biological and mechanical behavior of the TiHA component
are still under investigation and the results will be reported in the future.
Process parameters:

Z402
RPM

•
•

3D Printing

Layer Thickness
Binder - Part volume ratio

Min. curing time of 4 hours is
required before post RP process

HIP

•
•
•
•

Hot Isostatic
Pressing

temperature (1000 C )
time (4 hours)
Atmosphere Argon
Pressure (14ksi)

Figure 11: Flow chart of rapid prototyping of TiHA implant
In the beginning of the 3DP process, the stl files generated from MIMICS for vertebrae
anatomy and from Pro/E for the inter-vertebral implant were converted into a Z402 system Build
File (*.bld) and the data was temporarily stored in the form of slices. The slice data were
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interpreted and put together by a 3D printing system to produce the prototypes. The Z402 system
consists of 2 powder bays, a feed bay, a build bay, and a binder spray head with a cartridge. The
slice data, obtained from the Build File, are input into the machine. The binder spray head
initially sprays the binder on to the first powder layer (depending on the cross-section of the part
at that particular section). As the binder he ad moves across the 2 bays, it rolls a layer of powder
(depending on the specified layer thickness) from the feed bay to the build bay. This process
continues, layer by layer, until the entire prototype is built. The printed prototype, or green part,
is then removed from the build bay and cleaned using compressed air to remove the excess
powder. Furthermore, the green part is subjected to a post-process by infiltrating wax or polymer
resin to give additional strength before sending to HIP process to sinter final TiHA component.
The vertebrae were prototyped using zp-11 powder as the build material and zp-07 as the
binder. The inter-vertebral implant was prototyped using hydroxyapatite powder as the build
material. Both the vertebrae and the implant prototypes were post-processed by infiltrating the
model with molten wax and polymer resin to provide additional strength after the printing. The
specifications and the process parameters of the 3D Printing are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 - 3D Printing specifications and process parameters
Base material (powder)
Binder
Layer thickness (range)
Binder volume (percentage of total volume)
Build Speed
Accuracy

Hydroxyapatite / zp-11
zb-07
0.01” to 0.0035”
Shell / Core
Vertebrae: 14% / 7%
Implant: 14% / 14%
1” / hour along z-axis
0.5% along X-Y axes, 1% along Z-axis

The compacted green part is further subjected to sintering by HIP process. The HIP
process applies heat and pressure within an enclosed vessel to consolidate or condense materials
such as castings. Heat is introduced via molybdenum resistance elements and pressure is
supplied by high pressure pumps forcing argon, an inert gas, into the vessel. As the heat softens
the castings, the gas pressure exerts a force equally on all surfaces, causing the porous casting to
compress to full density. Crucibles HIP vessel and Molybdenum resistance furnaces are used to
provide HIP temperatures ranging from 900°F to 2250°F (1230°C) for different metallic alloys,
at a gas pressure up to 15,000 psi (103 MPa). In the attempt to sinter TiHA component, the
vacuum glass tubes are heated to a temperature of 1000 oC with a pressure of 14ksi for a period
of 4 hours in an argon atmosphere. The applied temperature profile of the HIP process is shown
in Figure 12.
5. Summary and Conclusion
A case study using the rapid prototyping technology to assist in the design and
development of inter-vertebral implants for spine fusion procedures was demonstrated. The
process of the design and the implant development, the biological and mechanical constraints,
the development of the 3D reconstructive anatomy model and the inter-vertebral implant CAD
model, and the application of the models with integrated finite element analysis for implant
structural analysis were presented. 3D Printing of the anatomy model and the implant model,
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along with the prototyping and post sintering process were described. The application of the
prototyping model in assisting in the inter-vertebral anatomic fitting, in guiding the implant's
geometric design, and in helping with the virtual surgical planning was demonstrated. Based on
the designed implant and anatomic models, finite element analyses were conducted to understand
the implant's mechanical properties and structural stability, and the results were also presented.
We were able to generate vertebral anatomy from CT scanned images of a human spine
through MIMICS. MIMICS was also used to edit the 3D images and to measure the anatomic
geometry of the vertebrae in order to determine the key dimensional parameters for implant
design. An stl file was created from the edited image to make a prototype of the spine segment.
Surface details of the lumbar vertebrae were accurately modeled, but it was not possible to model
any of the interior details (such as the trabecular bone) due to the inherent precision of the CT
scanner.
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Figure 12: Temperature profile in HIP process
In order to verify the anatomic fitting of the designed inter-vertebral implant, we
converted the Pro/E implant mode l into an stl format and input it into MIMICS, as shown in the
3D rendered image in Figure 5. The computer simulation of the positioning and the placement of
the designed implant with the patient’s vertebrae can be used as an effective tool to help
surgeons to make the pre-operative plan and to practice the implantation.
The structural analyses were performed to the TiHA implant structure by using Pro/M
software. It was found that the maximum stress (297 MPa) occurred within the implant under the
applied loading (2000 N), This value was below the strength (375 MPa) of the TiHA implant.
We need to pointed out that for results presented in the analysis and comparison, we used the
mechanical properties of the composite obtained from the model prediction, not from the
experimental testing. In addition, we were not able to analyze the vertebral anatomy because the
CT scanned images were not be able to provide the interior detail of the trabecular structure
inside the vertebral body. Without these detail, we can not generate the needed CAD and FEA
models.
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